
AK Elite: Review Examining Brad Callen's New Kindle Marketing Software Released

SUMMARY: WealthSpringMarketing.com releases a review of AK Elite a newly launched Amazon Kindle  
ranking and research software program which promises to help users outrank their competition in the Kindle  
marketplace. 

AK Elite (Amazon Kindle Elite) a new Amazon Kindle analysis and ranking tool has just been released to the 
public sending shock waves through the internet marketing and kindle publishing communities and prompting an 
investigative review  from WealthSpringMarketing.com Tiffany Hendricks.

"While every internet marketer has heard of the benefits to  kindle publishing, many are still yet to begin 
leveraging this exciting new platform," reports Hendricks. "So, when were were informed regarding the release 
of Brad Callen's new AK Elite software we were eager to get the full story, and find out it was indeed a solution 
we should recommend to our website visitors, many of whom are interested in Kindle publishing."

Hendricks' AK Elite review reveals that the software is able to automatically analyze important data about the 
highest ranking Kindle books in each category or 'niche' giving users the insights necessary to best their 
competitors and reach the top spots in the market place.

"Amazon is the world's largest 'buyer search engine' meaning that the people searching on the Amazon website 
are actively looking for things to purchase," says Hendricks. "It's really a marketer's dream come true. However, 
many people feel intimidated by the perceived complexity of self-publishing on kindle, because they just don't 
see the big picture of how it all works. One thing that discussed in our review that really impressed us about AK 
Elite was the fact that it takes so much of the work out of being success with Kindle. While historically people 
had to do a lot of data analysis in order to position a book for maximum sales, this software gets that work done 
in minutes."  

Those wishing to purchase AK Elite, or for more information, click here.

Tiffany Hendricks provides boutique marketing services to elite clients and reviews of the best internet 
marketing courses on her website WealthSpringMarketing.com. Those wishing to read Hendricks' AK Elite 
review can find it at the following web address: http://wealthspringmarketing.com/brad-callens-ak-elite-kindle-
software-review/
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